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. . we found that in 8 cases duplicate payments had occurred. NRCS officials acknowledged that
duplicate payments had occurred in 4 of these cases but did not agree in the other 4 cases. Finally,
NRCS officials stated the agency lacks a comprehensive process to either preclude duplicate
payments or identify them after a contract has been awarded. Instead, these officials said that
NRCS relies on the institutional knowledge of its field staff and the records they keep as a guard
against potential duplication. In light of these findings, we are recommending that USDA direct
NRCS to ( 1 ) review its state offices wildlife habitat assessment criteria to ensure consistency with
the agencys national guidance for developing these criteria; ( 2 ) include a reference to the national
guidance in its Conservation Programs Manual to emphasize the importance of this guidance; ( 3 )
establish a comprehensive process to identify potential duplicate payments in the future, as well
as such...
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This ebook is wonderful. I could comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I am just effortlessly can get a satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Federico Nolan-- Federico Nolan

This ebook could be worthy of a read through, and far better than other. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I realized this
publication from my dad and i advised this publication to learn.
-- Stefan Von-- Stefan Von
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